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Abstract -
Robots need to perceive beyond lines of sight, e.g., to avoid

cutting water pipes or electric wires when drilling holes on
a wall. Recent off-the-shelf radio frequency (RF) imaging
sensors ease the process of 3D sensing inside or through
walls. Yet unlike optical images, RF images are difficult to
understand by a human. Meanwhile, in practice, RF compo-
nents are often subject to hardware imperfections, resulting
in distorted RF images, whose quality could be far from the
claimed specifications. Thus, we introduce several challeng-
ing geometric and semantic perception tasks on such sig-
nals, including object and material recognition, fine-grained
property classification and pose estimation. Since detailed
forward modeling of such sensors is sometimes difficult, due
to hidden or inaccessible system parameters, onboard pro-
cessing procedures and limited access to raw RF waveform,
we tackled the above tasks by supervised machine learning.
We collected a large dataset of RF images of utility objects
through a mock wall as the input of our algorithm, and the
corresponding optical images were taken from the other side
of the wall simultaneously as the ground truth. We designed
three learning algorithms based on nearest neighbors or neu-
ral networks, and report their performances on the dataset.
Our experiments showed reasonable results for semantic per-
ception tasks yet unsatisfactory results for geometric ones,
calling for more efforts in this research direction.
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1 Introduction
It is often necessary to detect or even recognize the

occluded objects on job sites for safety reasons. Ground
penetrating radar (GPR) system has been applied for sub-
surface object detection. For example, GPR system can be
used to survey the geological information on the construc-
tion site to predict potential construction safety hazards [1].
Signal detected by GPR can also be fused with other data.
Li et al. [2] proposed a method to survey and visualize un-
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Figure 1. Overview of our problem. The first row are
Walabot-returned 3D radar images (sliced at 1cm-
depth for visualization) through awooden board over
the device. The second row are photos taken from
the opposite side of the wooden board over Wal-
abot. The third row are visualizations of geometric
and semantic information of PVC pipe components
estimated by our method. Different classification
results are best viewed in color.

derground utilities by integrating the pre-processed GIS
data with GPR signal, whose location is determined by
RTK GPS.
Besides GPR, through-wall imaging techniques are

widely used in fields such as fire protection, hostage rescue,
flaw detection, and building construction. It is especially
useful to estimate the content and structure beyond line-of-
sight during maintenance and renovation. Abdel et al. [3]
reviewed the state-of-the-art techniques of location and
condition assessment for underground water pipelines. By
employing radio frequency (RF) sensors, a through-wall
imaging system can extract information through obstruc-
tions, which is impossible by using conventional line-of-
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sight sensors, such as optical cameras or LIDAR.
With the development of RF sensors and signal process-

ing algorithms, many through-wall imaging techniques
have been proposed. Ahmad et al. [4] provided a method
of digital beam-forming to capture 3D images behind a
single uniform wall. Zhuge et al. [5] have created a real-
time 3D near-field imaging algorithm with the application
of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) for 2-D multiple-input-
multiple-output (MIMO) sensor array. By implementing
their methods, a 3D image of object reflectivity can be
formed with high accuracy and computational efficiency.
In 2017, Karanam et al. [6] used WiFi router and WLAN
card mounted on two UAVs to get the 3D image of an
area surrounded by brick walls. These techniques are
well designed in the phase of signal processing and imag-
ing, with clearly defined forward sensor models and wave
propagation model. Besides, to get higher resolution im-
ages, their antenna arrays are relatively large. In Zhuge’s
method, the self-designed antenna array is 0.54 m wide
along both azimuth and elevation directions [5], and in
Ahmad’s method, their simulated antenna array can reach
2.4m [4]. Such large antenna arrays are less portable for
mobile robotics applications. Also, as far as we are aware
of, not much research has been done for multi-class object
recognition from through-wall images.
As we mentioned before, through-wall imaging tech-

niques benefit from increasingly accessible inexpensive
off-the-shelf RF sensors. Walabot, a portable UWB-based
(ultra-wideband) sensor developed byVayyar ImagingLtd,
can provide API for users to capture 3D RF images. It has
about the same size as a cell phone, drawing power and
sending data through a single USB cable. Thus it can be
easily incorporated in mobile robotic applications. How-
ever, due to commercial reasons, some key parameters of
the Walabot sensor model are unknown to users, so de-
tailed forward modeling of the sensor’s physical process
and its calibration is either impractical or cost-inefficient.
Besides, the small aperture size causes low ambiguity res-
olution, resulting in ripple-like artifacts in the signal, as
shown in the top of Figure 1. In practice, RF components
are often subject to hardware imperfections (e.g., the phase
noise of oscillators and mixers, nonlinear distortion from
RF amplifiers, mutual coupling between antennas [7, 8]),
resulting in distorted RF images, whose quality is far from
the claimed specifications in user manuals. This distortion
may be more severe for low-cost RF imaging systems [9].
Therefore, objects are difficult to be recognized intuitively
by humans from these 3D images.
Fortunately, with the help of machine learning, some

categorical and geometric information of objects could
still be restored from raw 3D images, such as material,
size, shape, and pose, etc. Moreover, these utility ob-
jects, such as PVC (polyvinyl chloride) pipe components,

have important fine-grain attributes including thickness
and contents (full of water or empty). They are all cru-
cial for the aforementioned construction applications. The
bottom of Figure 1 illustrates several results of our method
based on the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN).
We highlight the contribution of our paper as follows:
• We introduce several challenging geometric and se-
mantic tasks for better understanding and utilizing
RF-based through-wall images, including materials
recognition, fine-grained property classification and
pose estimation.

• We propose to use machine learning methods to ad-
dress the above tasks while bypassing detailed RF
sensor modeling and electromagnetic wave propaga-
tion modeling that is sometimes inaccessible to end
users, which showed promising results.

• We develop methods for efficiently collecting a large
number and variety of through-wall images using an
off-the-shelf RF sensor, with ground truth automati-
cally generated from machine vision.

• We will make our dataset publicly available to stim-
ulate more research in this direction.

2 Related Work
Aspreviouslymentioned, there aremany researchworks

aimed at image formation from RF signals. However, an-
other branch of research is focused on extracting informa-
tion from radar images or even raw signals. Among those,
there are some works on RF object recognition and pose
estimation, which is closely related to this paper.
Object Recognition. Yeo et al. [10] trained a random

forest classifier for object recognition using handcrafted
statistical features from raw signals. Their method has
been tested for object classification, transparent material
classification, and body part classification. Their method
reaches over 90% accuracy on all three tasks. However,
their method was not implemented with obstructions be-
tween the sensor and targets. Avrahami et al. [11] devel-
oped an activity recognition method through a cashier’s
counter, using a Walabot sensor, which is the same sensor
used in our paper. Their method projects the 3D images
sensed by Walabot to 2D plane, then extracts handcrafted
statistical features for classification. By using an SVM
classifier, their method reaches 90.5% accuracy. Zhao et
al. [12] used RF signals reflected from a person’s body to
recognize one’s emotion by extracting the person’s heart-
beats. Their method reaches comparable accuracy to on-
body ECG monitors. All these above methods need hand-
crafted feature extractions. Wang et al. [13] proposed a
method for gesture recognition using Google Soli [14],
based on deep learning. However, Soli is a dedicated
and customized millimeter wave radar system, which op-
erates at a much higher frequency thanWalabot, thus has a
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Figure 2. Walabot Coordinate System. The z axis is
towards the object being detected.

higher spatial resolution. Also, there were no obstructions
between the sensor and the target in their work.
Pose Estimation. Pose estimation from optical sensors

has been studied for a long time [15–17]. However, pose
estimation from RF sensors currently has not attracted a
lot of research attention. Adib et al. has done a lot of work
on pose estimation using RF sensors. In 2014, Adib et
al. [18] proposed a 3D motion tracking system, WiTrack,
which can track the 3D motion of a human, and estimate
the direction of a pointing hand. Then they [19] presented
the RF-Capture system, which can track the limbs of a
human body. Most recent research on pose estimation
from RF signal is from Zhao et al. [20]. In this paper,
they create a deep neural network approach that estimates
human 2D poses through the wall. Our work is inspired
by this line of research, yet our focus is on construction
robotics applications that require a different set of semantic
and geometric perception tasks.

3 Method
3.1 Sensor Introduction

Walabot is an ultra-widebandMIMO array that operates
at frequency 3.3-10 GHz. The model used in this research
has 18 antennas. The coordinate system is defined as
illustrated in Figure 2. The sensing arena used in our
experiment is −5 to 5 cm in x direction, −9 to 9 cm in y

direction and 1 to 10 cm in z direction. The resolution is
set to 0.5 cm. In this case, the raw 3D image sensed by
Walabot is a tensor of dimension 37 × 21 × 19.

3.2 Dataset Design

Our dataset is designed for two tasks. The first task
is material-based classification and pose estimation for
linear objects. In this task, we set 5 classes of objects

made from different materials. They are all common in-
wall structures, including cable, wooden stud, steel pipe,
PVC pipe, and background. The pose estimation task
is designed only for 3 classes of straight objects: cable,
wooden stud, and steel pipe. For PVC pipes, multiple
shapes of pipe components are considered, and their pose
estimation is designed in the second task.
The second task is more fine-grained compared to the

first one, which focuses only on PVC pipes. This task con-
tains multi-label classification and pose estimation. The
PVC pipe components are classified from three aspects:

• Thickness. We use two types of PVC pipes in our
experiment, one is 1/2" thick, the other is 1" thick.
We use binary labels on these two types of pipe.

• Content. The PVC pipes are either full of water or
empty, which is another binary classification prob-
lem.

• Shape. The PVC pipe components in the sensing
arena are classified as 5 shapes: straight, elbow, tee,
end and strap. Different shapes of objects have differ-
ent ways of pose parameterization, as Figure 3 shows.
It is worth to mention that, for straight components,
two translational parameters x and y are enough to
characterize the pose. For other types of components,
two translational parameters x, y and one rotational
parameter θ are used to characterize the pose. The
specifications of our dataset are listed in the exper-
imental part. For straight components, the pose is
described by the coordinates of the foot of the per-
pendicular from the original point to the line. For
elbow components, the pose is described by the co-
ordinates of the intersecting point of the two pipes,
and the angle of the angular bisector. For tee compo-
nents, the pose is described by the coordinates of the
intersecting point, and the angle of the pipe which
constitute the vertical part of letter T. For end com-
ponent, the pose is described by the coordinates of
the center of the cap, and the angle of the ray away
from the cap. For the strap component, the pose is
described by the coordinates of the strap and the an-
gle of the perpendicular line. The pose of the straight
components also applies in task 1.

Note that we currently ignore situations when multiple
objects appear simultaneously in the sensing arena, and
only focus on RF images of a clean background, which is
not very uncommon in practices.

3.3 Data Collection

Figure 4 shows our data collection system. The wooden
board here serves as the mock wall’s shell. Walabot is
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Figure 3. The definition of pose for 5 shapes of
PVC pipe components.

placed right under the wooden board. Objects are placed
on the upper surface of the wooden board with different
poses against a black background. The camera takes pho-
tos of the objects, and synchronously, Walabot records
the data it sensed from below the board. The photos are
warped to the cross-section of the upper surface and the
sensing arena using a homography prior to any processing.
This allows us to also employ the cross-modal data annota-
tion strategy like in [20]. But we do not need a pre-trained
deep neural network to get the object poses from a camera.
Instead, we developed a simple marker-based approach to
track object poses from a camera, which is very robust un-
der our controlled lab environment. This method is based
on estimating the skeletons of color tapes. Figure 5 shows
the procedure of pose estimation from color tapes.

Figure 4. Cross-modal Data Collection System.
RGB camera is placed above the object placing area
with a black backgroundwhileWalabot is placed un-
der the object placing area (on the other side of the
wooden board). Therefore, RF signals and images
of the object can be collected simultaneously. The
left image shows the bottom view of the Walabot in
the right image.

Color Statistics. The tape is placed against the back-
ground, then the mean RGB value of pixels on the color
tape and standard deviation of the distances of pixels on
the color tape to the mean RGB value is calculated respec-
tively.
Find Color Tape. For each pixel on the image taken by

Figure 5. Ground truth pose generation. From left
to right: Warped image, detected red mask, detected
greenmask, green and red tape skeletons estimation.
The pose of corresponding objects can be calculated
according to the skeleton of color tapes.

the camera, calculate the distance to the mean RGB value.
If the distance is less than a certain threshold times the
standard deviation, this pixel is classified as that color. In
this case, the mask of color tape is created. Small holes
on the mask are closed by morphological operations.
Skeleton Extraction. For the color tape mask im-

age, detect line segments using LSD [21]. Merge the
two longest line segments by averaging their closest end
points. The merged new line segment is regarded as the
skeleton of the color tape. The pose of the object is then
calculated according to the new segment.

3.4 Baseline and Proposed Methods

To show the superiority of our proposed CNN-based
method, we compared it with two baseline methods based
on K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) and Multi-Layer Percep-
tron (MLP) in all classification tasks respectively. The two
baseline methods need hand-craft features, which come
from Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Unlike the
two baseline methods, our proposed CNN-based method
does not need hand-craft features. Instead, the features are
learned by the neural network.
PCA+KNN:Westretch the37×21×19 tensor to a 14763

dimension vector. We use PCA to reduce its dimension to
5. Then a KNN classifier is applied to these 5-dimensional
vectors.
PCA+MLP:We use PCA to reduce the tensor to 10 di-

mensions. There are 3 hidden layers in our MLP classifier
with 20, 40 and 20 neurons respectively. The number of
neurons in the output layer depends on the classification
task.
CNN: Our CNN-based method has a share-weight

structure. The input tensor is treated as a 19-channel
image. After 5 interleaved 3 × 3 convolution layers and
2 × 2 max pooling layers, the tensor is reduced to a 512-
dimension vector. Then this vector is sent to different
sub-networks for different purposes. In task 1, the vector
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is sent to a classification sub-net which predict the mate-
rials and a regression sub-net which estimate the poses of
straight objects. In task 2, the vector is sent to three classi-
fication sub-nets which predict the thickness, content, and
shape of the object, and a regression sub-net which esti-
mates the poses of different PVC pipe components. The
total loss function is the weighted sum of the losses of
each sub-net. The total loss functions for the two tasks are
formulated as following (w is the set of learnable network
parameters):
Task 1:

J(w) = −
1
N

N∑
i=1
(

5∑
c=1

y
(i)
c log p̂(i)c︸      ︷︷      ︸

classification loss

+Ciλ0 ‖xi − x̂i ‖2︸      ︷︷      ︸
translational loss

)

(1)
Task 2:

J(w) = −
1
N

N∑
i=1
(

3∑
l=1

Kl∑
c=1

ly
(i)
c log l p̂(i)c︸         ︷︷         ︸

classification loss

+ λ0 ‖xi − x̂i ‖2︸      ︷︷      ︸
translational loss

+Ciλ1 D(θi, θ̂i)2︸     ︷︷     ︸
rotational loss

)

(2)

Here, c represents different classes; N is the number
of training samples; y, x, and θ are the ground truth val-
ues for label, translational vector, and rotational angle re-
spectively; p̂, x̂, and θ̂ are the predicted values for class
probability, translational vector, and rotational angle re-
spectively, which are functions of w. λ0 and λ1 are weight
coefficients of the translational and rotational loss, and
both of them are hyperparameters. In task 1, Ci = 0 when
the ith sample is "no object" or PVC pipe, in other cases,
Ci = 1. In task 2, Ci = 0 when the shape of the ith sample
is straight, in other cases, Ci = 1. We use circular distance
for angular loss, since θ is in [-π, π), the loss should be
their shortest distance on a circle. D(θ, θ̂) = |θ − θ̂ |, when
|θ − θ̂ | < π. D(θ, θ̂) = 2π − |θ − θ̂ |, when |θ − θ̂ | >= π.

4 Experiments
For both of the two tasks, our CNN based method is

trained 500 epochs with batch size of 10. λ0 and λ1 are
both set to 10. We choose Adam optimizer with learning
rate 0.0001. The confusion matrix and accuracy are calcu-
lated to evaluate the performance of classification. Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE) is used to characterize the
accuracy of pose estimation. Compared to the two base-
line methods, PCA+KNN and PCA+MLP, our CNN based
method shows better performance in overall accuracy for
all experiments. Furthermore, the CNN based method is
more efficient than the PCA+KNN method, without stor-
ing training data for prediction.

4.1 Material Classification and Pose Estimation

Figure 6 shows the classification result of task 1. Bkg.,
Cb., S.P., W.S., P.P. represent background, cable, steel
pipe, wooden stud and PVC pipe respectively. The overall
accuracy of our CNN based method far exceeds the other
two methods, especially for the classification result of Cb..
Classification accuracy on all 5 classes exceeds 95%. For
pose estimation, Figure 10 shows that our CNN-based
method can achieve the overall error around 1.3 cm in
both x and y directions on relatively large experimental
objects. The translational error of pose estimation for
straight objects in our experiment is 1.8 cm. For all types
of objects, steel pipes have the highest pose estimation
accuracy, due to their high reflectivity to RF waves.

4.2 Thickness, Content, Shape Classification and
Pose Estimation

Figure 7, 8, 9 show our thickness, content and shape
classification results for task 2 respectively.
In the thickness classification experiment, our CNN

based method outperforms the other two methods, with
an overall 0.90 accuracy, while the accuracy of the
PCA+KNN method and PCA+MLP method is 0.66 and
0.75 respectively.
For content classification, our PCA+MLP baseline

method has overall 0.92 accuracy, slightly lower than the
CNN based method, whose overall accuracy is 0.98. The
relatively high accuracy of the CNN based method show-
cases that our algorithm is quite suitable for content classi-
fication. Besides, the high reflectivity of water makes the
signals very distinguishable between full and empty PVC
pipes.
However, even using the CNN-based method, our ex-

perimental result of the overall accuracy of the shape clas-
sification is not satisfying, compared to material, content
and thickness classification, with only 0.82 of accuracy
overall. We think it might be caused by noise generated
during the scanning process. Either pre-processing the RF
signals to filter out noise or using larger training dataset
might improve our experimental result.
Figure 11 shows the result of the pose estimation for the

5 shapes of PVC pipe components. Notice that straight
shaped object does not need any rotational parameter to
represent its pose, thus the rotational error εθ is not es-
timated in our experiment result. The overall error in x
axis and y axis is 1.0 cm and 1.5 cm respectively. The
translational error is 1.8 cm and the rotational error is
47.6 degree. Note that for all shapes of objects, error in
x-axis is always smaller than the error in y-axis, which
could be due to the arrangement of antennas of the sensor.
Compared to translational error, rotational error is very
large. The source of error could come from the noise of
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Overall Accuracy: 0.78 Overall Accuracy: 0.85 Overall Accuracy: 0.98

Figure 6. Material Classification Confusion Matrix. 120, 119, 120, 120, 402 training data for Bkg., Cb., S.P.,
W.S., P.P. (background, cable, steel pipe, wooden stud ,and PVC pipe), respectively.

Overall Accuracy: 0.66 Overall Accuracy: 0.75 Overall Accuracy: 0.90

Figure 7. Thickness Classification Confusion Matrix. 200 and 202 training data for 1/2" thick and 1" thick PVC
pipe respectively.

Overall Accuracy: 0.85 Overall Accuracy: 0.92 Overall Accuracy: 0.98

Figure 8. Content Classification Confusion Matrix. 200 and 201 training data for PVC pipes empty of water and
filled with water respectively.

the signal, or the sensor’s non-sensitivity to rotation.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we explored the feasibility of using a
CNN-based method for through-wall object recognition
and pose estimation. With the CNN-based method, we
could achieve very high performance on material, thick-

ness, content classification for common in-wall structures.
Our proposed method shows a large potential of applica-
tion in construction industry.
Limitations andDiscussions. However, there are some

limitations in our proposed method. For the shape classi-
fication of five different PVC pipes, the overall accuracy is
not satisfying, which calls for more efforts in this research
direction. As discussed in the experimental part, wewould
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Overall Accuracy: 0.59 Overall Accuracy: 0.64 Overall Accuracy: 0.82

Figure 9. Shape Classification Confusion Matrix. 80 training data for shape Sr., End., Tee., El. respectively, and
82 training data for St..

Figure 10. Pose estimation accuracy for Task 1. εx is
the RMSE in x-axis, and εy is the RMSE in y-axis.

Translational error εr =
√
ε2
x + ε

2
y .

Figure 11. Pose estimation accuracy for Task 2.
Translational error is defined the same as in task
1, and rotational error εθ is RMSE of θ. St., El.,
Tee, END, and Sr. represents straight, elbow, tee,
end, and strap shape respectively.

test two possible solutions, filtering out noise or using a
larger dataset, to improve the shape classification result in
the future.
Future Work. One future work we are aiming towards

is a useful application that can generate a detailed plumb-
ing map behind a wall. We believe by generating such
plumbing map, the designers and workers can retrieve the
object information in the wall more easily.
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